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A two-row Curtis staged turbine was designed as a direct drive for the
M-1 liquid hydrogen turbopumpo The design-point calculated shaft output is
88_150 ihorsepower at 13,225 rpmo The estimated turbine efficiency is 62o8{ at
a velocity ratio of Oo188o The mean blade diameter is 23oO-ino_ giving a tip
speed of 1490 ft/seco
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St_VL_RY
This report describes the aero-thermodynamic design of the Curtis turbine
•used to drive the liquid hydrogen turbopump for the M-I engine° At the design
point_ the turbine is capable of developing 88_150 horsepower at an estimated
over,_all efficiency of 62o8_ based upon the ratio of the total inlet pressure st
the nozzles to the static discharge pressure° The losses from the turbine mani-
fold inlet flange to the nozzle inlet are estimated to be 1o6 points of the over-
all efficiency_ which reduces the efficiency to 61o2_o
The design point specifications for the turbine are listed in Table Io
TABLE !
M-I LIQUID HYDROGEN PUMP T_8.BINE DESIGN PARAMETERS
Inlet Total Pressure at Manifold Inlet Flange psia 1020
Inlet Total Pressure at Nozzle Inlet psia i000
Inlet Total Temperature at Nozzle Inlet °R 1460
Discharge Static Pressure psia 214
Pressure Ratio, Total to Static -- 4°673
Gas Weight Flow Rate Ibm/sec 99°33
Speed rpm 13,225
Mean. Diameter of Blading (at 68°F_ 0 rpm) in° 23°0
Blade Speed at Mean Diameter ft/sec 1327
Blade-Jet Speed Ratio -- 0_i.88
IIo ]INTRODUCTION
The pun©ing system, for the liquid propellants used in the M-I engine con-
sists of two separate turbopumps, each driven by a Curtis turbine° The turbines
are supplied with hot gas by a gas generator° This hot gas is the combustion
products of the liquid hydrogen and the liquid oxygen° The turbines are arranged
in.a series with the gas initially expanded in the fuel turbine and then further
e_panded in the oxidizer turbine° The exhaust gas from the oxidizer turbine is
routed through three heat exchangers; one exchanger is utilized to heat the
hydrogen for the gimbal actuators, another heats the hydrogen for tank pressuri_
zation, and the third heats the oxygen for tank pressurization° The exhaust gas
is then, directed to the lower skirt of the thrust chamber to cool the walls°
Finall.y_ the gas is ejected through a set of small nozzles which provides an
approximate specific impulse of 260 ibf-sec/Ibm (see Figure NOo i)o
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The operating cycle of the engine is initiated by discharging helium gas i
directly into the f_el turbine inlet manifoldo This causes rotation of the fuel
turbopump rotor, and in turn, the oxidizer turbopump rotor_ at a speed that is
sufficient to furnish propellants to the gas generator° The gas generator is
ignited at a predetermined pressure, to complete the bootstrapping operation°
oot_ t{_bines quickly reach operating speeds thus furnishing the fuel andNow, %
oxidizer to the thrust chamber injector°
Some of the more significant mechanical design features are shown in
Figure Noo 2o The turbine components are fabricated almost entirely of Inconel 718
which is an age hardenable nickel-chromium alloy° This material is very ductile
a_d can easily be welded by the Tungsten Inert Gas (TiG) or electron beam methods.
It also retains a high strength at both cryogenic and elevated temperatures
(-.420to +1300°F)o With Inconel 718, thin walled housings and narrow flanges can
be used which reduce the thermalTinduced stresses° The mechanical design is
detailed in a separate reporto (I)
The two-stage Curtis turbine was specified for use in the M ol fuel turbopumpo
A full scale turbine of this configuration has not been tested under hot-firing
eonditio_so However_ at the NASA Lewis Research Center_ by using cold air, actual
experimental performance data for the inlet manifold_ turbine nozzles_ and the
complete two-stage turbine have been obtained with a subscale model° The results
of these tests will be reported separately by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administ_ationo
The design and development of this turbine was conducted by the Aerojet-
General Corporation under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration°
Dr° M0 Ho Vavra, a consultant from the Uo So Naval Post-Graduate School
at Monterey_ California,(2) was responsible for the aerodynamic design of the
unit° The results of his analysis are used extensively in this report° The
analysis for the velocity distribution of the blade and vane profiles was accom-
plished by the Aerojet-General Corpora} °_ using the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration computer programo_ _Jn_
(i :_ Rey:_oi_'s_To Wo _ The Mechanical Design of a Two-Stage _nu!se_ Turbine for the
LiquidH___drogen Turbopump of the M-I Engine_ NASA Re_ort CR-_, 22 April
(2) Vavra, Mo Ho, M-I Fuel Turbine Aerod namic IDa, RMR No. 0143,
Aerojet-General Corporation, November 19-_.
(3) Stmn_on,_ " _ Wo Do, Turbine Computer Pro r_ NASA-Aerojet Computer Job Noo 1009,
Aerojet-General Corporation Memorandum, dated 2'7September 19-_.
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IIio TL_BINE DESIGN
A° DESIGN PHILOSOPHY
The fuel turbine for the M-I engine must accomplish an isentropic
enth.alpy _.rop of 999 BTU/Ibmo The peripheral speed at the mean diameter was
limited to approximately 1350 ft/seeo Impulse turbines are capable of obtaining
operating efficiencies of about 76_ without recovery of the leaving velocity head
and about 81_ with recovery of the leaving velocity head° To obtain operating
efficiencies of 76 to 81_ with any isentropic enthalpy drop of 999 BTU/Ibm would
require five to six stages° By comparison_ a single stage impulse turbine would
not exceed an efficiency of approximately 49_o
Because an outboard bearing was not acceptable in the M-I turbopump
design_ a five,_,stageturbine was not practical° This results from the large over-
hang with the inboard bearings and the critical speed problems which are a conse-
quenceo
The compromise selected between a multistage impulse tu_bine which
operates at a high degree of efficiency and a singl.e stage unit with a low degree
of efficiency is the two-row Curtis turbine° Originall.y_ Curtis stages were
designed as pure velocity stages where the gas is expanded to the discharge pres-
sure in the first nozzle° However_ experience has shown that the performance of
the turbine can be improved by applying a small, amount of reaction, in the rotors
and the reversing vanes° These pressure drops accelerate the flows sufficiently
to offset the decelerations from the frictional, losses°
The tu_'bine was originally designed with no reaction in the first
rotor_ 5_ in the reversing row, and 4o3_ in the second rotor°
Later in the program_ the blades of the_first rotor were rotated 2ol
7 ° _ . 2degrees which decreased the flow area from 38o,-!no to _4o6-ino o This moved
the zero reaction point from the blade mean line to the :root to ensu,re a positive
reaction at all times° It also ensured a downward thrust from the rotors in the
exhaust direction at all of the engine operating pointso
Appropriate turbine nomenclature is_provided as Appendix Ao
Bo GAS PROPERTIES
The gas driving the turbine is the combustion product of liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen° The effect of the pressure upon C_ and _ is neg_o
lectedo Also_ C_ and y are taken at the inlet te_@eratu_e of _460°R The gas
properties used are as follows:
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C° ......AERO-T_m_RMODYNAMIC DESIGN'
1o Loss Estimates
Two types of loss coefficients are used, one to determine the
energy loss coefficient ( _ ) from blade inl.et to blade exit, the other to estimate
the flow loss coefficient (_ a) from blade inlet to blade throat° The energy
losses are 'used to determine stage and overall efficiencies while the flow losses
are used to size the blade throat areas° The relationship between the two types
of losses is discussed in.Appendix B. Both loss coefficients for the nozzle are
shown in Figure No. 3 and both loss coefficients for the rotors and the reversing
vanes are shown in Figure No° 4. After-expansion _s ............ :... . are added, to the nozzle
and first rotor_ both coefficients are corrected for the blade height° The veloc-
ity coefficients derived from the energy loss coefficients ((.) for the turbine
design point are as follows;
Energy
Loss Coefficient Velocit_ Coefficient
Nozzle 0o120 0°9380
7_ist Rotor 0o2._ 0°8505
ReversiNg Row 0.169 0°9l:L7
2nd Rotor 0.2135 0°88'70
2° Performance
Based upon the loss estimation discussed in Paragraph III-C-I
of this report_ the thermodynamic calculations of the rotor blades at tlhe mean
diameter were made and are summarized in Table II° _'_romthese data, the expan._
sion process in the form of a temperature-entropy chart is shown as Figure Noo 5°
The velocity diagrams for the process are shown as Figure No° 6°
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TABLE !I
• _.u&NTI_,.I.E_.AT_ THE TT2BINE MEAN D_A_TER (23°0 INo _
Nozzle Nozzle Rotor ! Reversing Rotor II
Parameter Dimens ion Inlet Outlet Out let Vane Out let Out let
PT psia i000 822.5 337° 5 315o 6 225 o8
PTR psia -- 559°0 -- 262°7 --
P psia -- 250°0 250°0 230°0 214o0
S
TT °R 1460 1460 1226ol 1226ol 1133o4
°R -- 1315o5 -- 1167o02 --
TTR
•T °R -- 1058o5 1130o7 1125o9 1117.6
S
V ft/sec _ 0 6355°0 3099°5 3173o0 1283
U ft/sec _- 1327 1327 1327 1327
W ft/sec oo_ 5088.5 4310o0 2035°0 2228°0
degrees _ 90 74°5 -61o25 66°0 -27ol
degrees _- 70°5 -69°75 50o15 -59o15
hd inch _ 1o48 1o73 2°24 2°62
Ab inch _ o410 .330 °380 -_
H .... 1.433 .676 .694 °282
MR .... 1o147 °94 °445 °490
Stage I Stage II Total
Du Btu/ibm 470 185 655
Li Btu/ibm 454 173o 5 627° 5
o. _ ...... 62°8
U_Co ........ 0o196
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Figure 3. Loss Coefficients in Nozzles
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Figure 4. Loss Coefficients in Rotors and Reversing Vanes
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Pigure 5. Temperature-Entropy Diagram
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Figure 6. Velocity Diagram at Mean Blade Diameter
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A total to sta+_;iceffi.c_ie:_;,cyof O2o8_ was obtained which inclu,ded
a leakage loss of 3o4_0 of the gas flow _.cross time first :rotor-_io2_ across the
reversing row_ and a 5o05_ loss across the second rotor°
The predicted variation in t_rbi._].efficiency versus mean blade
speed, over spouting velocity (um/Co) is shown in _i.gc_reNo° 7°
C_._,u_D_,DESIGN
io S_j0ersonic Nozzle Lesi_n Co_,_siderations
,As a general, rule_ it is of mo advantage to instal! con,vergi:o.g-
diverging nozzles if the theoretical Mach number at the nozzle exit does not exceed
about 1o2, or similarly_ if the theoretical area r_tio of the exit,_,to-throat is
less than about Io02o
Because the flow across the first,_stage r,oz_:<!,eof this t_rbine has
a pressure ratio of four_, its theoretie',a.ihacm i:__,umber{-_,,.__.o._]_5o Therefore_ the
nozzles s_].ouldhave divergent-convergent fl.o_'_.reaso Con,-d,derable after-expansions
would occur if converging nozzle_ were _!.se,_o- .,__._e¢ritlcal pressure ratio for
an isentropic expansion is i.o875 This would give au _.f_e_ exmansion pressure
ratio of 4/1o875 or 2oi.3'3o Using theoretical co<<sid=_,r'_.%:io:<::5_the above after
expansio:o,press'are ratio comLined with a _ozzle discka.rge acsq.e og_75 degrees from
the axial direction would cause a flow def_ectlo_ of an5 dcgreeso '_) This would
reduce the tangential velocity component by approximately 2_o Additional losses
would occur from the entropy increase°
For these reasons_ convergeut-divergent nozzles with an area
ratio that requires a slight after-expansion to obtai:c,,a pressu,re ratio of four
are used° With a slight after-e:mpansion,_ the _0.oz:_lesbeeo_:_eshorter and the fric-
tional losses are reduced°
it was thought that supersonic no',zzl.e_isho<i,d have a straight _6)
channel t[aat does not change the ]irectiom of the flow af!(_<rit leaves the throat° <
The straight nozzles have ].om.g_thin. walls at the d,ischarg_ wm.i,ch_re highly
stressed o
Tests wei_e made with a nozzle - _¢_ _.....• ...._ _ _.wh .... h ........ L,=_._.<-_._to_ arid.has the
same area ratio as the nozzle ,"_.._edfor the M,_].fuel. t._J;_}zio,e o i'_ j, :i:hesete._ts are
d_seussed in deta_l in Appendix C where it is show_::h:_rthe i<<li;_sio::_,of a
(4) Howard_ Ro E._ Jro_ The Performance of 91igh .Power;, _.._:a._. Flow, Turbine
- 7 _]I_-_iS ,L :b _Uti.lizimg F'lows in the Transonic Reg_ _._,e_ of _cie:':..ce _i : '_
United !_.tes Naval Post Gradu.ate Sek.ool_ _!o:c_te:re_,f,Caii.:f'o:rn_a_11.963o
<ij ibido
(6) Markov_ N. Mo _ Calculatio:a of the Aerody_:_amic Charaeteri_td.cs of Turbine
Bladi_go_ Associated Technical Services l:acorporated_ Glen....Ridge_ New Jersev_ 1958o
(:y)Vavra_ Mo H._ op, cit o
_z
0_
fD
Figure 7. Efficiency of Two-Stage Curtis Turbine versus Um/Co
Schlieren photograph that no flow separations nor an excessive boundary layer buildup
occur at a design point pressure ratio of four (Figure Non 4 of Appendix C)o The
effect of after expansion in the nozzles on the exit angle is clearly shown in
another such photograph (Figure Non 5 of Appendix C)o
It is apparent from looking at the nozzle profile (Figure Non 8)
that curved nozzles are considerably stronger than straight nozz_eso They do not
have the long thin profiles which can easily be distorted by thermal and force
effects° Curved nozzles also have the advantage of being easy to fabricate from
light sheet metal° Therefore_ cum_ved nozzles were selected for the M._I fuel turbine°
2° Blade Profiles and Solidities
It is usually advantageous to layout the different cascades with
the smallest discharge angles that are possible° For the required discharge flow
area_ these angles are limited by the maximum blade heights that can be utilized_
either because of the stress limitations, required overlaps, or the reasonable
divergences of the meridional flow path° The flow path that was adapted represents
a good compromise for a turbine having rotor blades with hub and tip dis_eters that
are constant° The blade row heights and their axial positioning are shown in
Figure Non 9o
The first_.stage rotor blades have a su©ersonic relative velocity
at the inlet° It has been shown through past experience with Curtis stages that
rotor losses are not significantly increased unless the relative Mach number
exceeds 1o2o However, the blade profile must have a thin and relatively sharp
(o036._ino) leading edge_ and the blade inlet angle mlu.stcorrespond closely with
the gas inlet angle° ideally_ with small incidence angles_ a normal shock will
occur at the rotor inlet° This increases tlhe entropy and decreases the effective
total pz'essure ahead of the cascadeo(8) The first rotor blade profile is shown in
Figu.re No° I0o
The flow in the reversing vanes and the second, rotor blades is
sulbsonic_ Their profiles have leading edges which are roun.ded to make them less
sensitive to incidence angle changes° The gas discharge angles of the first and
second rotor blades and. of _ reversing vanes are calculated, in. accordance withthe following relationship°
a
sin _ 2 s t/sin _ 2
o = _ .*-, whe_e [32_ is the blade angle° To
this angie_ the af_er._,expansion deflection is ad.dedo(lO)
(8) Vavra, Mo Ho, Aero-Thermodynamics and Flow in Tombomachin.es, John. Wiley and.
Sons, Incorporated_ New York City, New York_ ].9[0_
(9) Markov_ No Mo, Opo cito
(i0) Vavra, Mo Ho_ Ai_.a_l.ysisand _ _: .....eoign of the _{odified 87_.5 T_<_bire_ AGLR Non 3
fozAerojet.-General Corporation, April !.9_]
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Figure 8. Nozzle Vane Profile and Dimensions
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Figure 9. Axial Positioning of Blade Rows
Figure I0. First Rotor Blade Profile and Coordinate
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The profiles of the second rotor blades and the reversing vanes
are shown in Figures Noo ii and Noo 12°
The solidities of the blading selected for this design and the
number of blades in each cascade are:
Nozzle First Rotor Reversing Row Second Row
Solidities 1o760 1o496 1o253 1o69'7
Number of Blades 37 80 67 78
The pitch_ chord_ and the stagger angle at the mean diameter of
the blade are shown in the blading layout of Figure Noo 13o
3° Flow Area Calculations
The determination of the correct flow areas is the most important
step in the design of an efficient turbine° If these flow areas are wrong_ the
pressures downstresm of the blade rows will differ from the assumed ones which will
produce discharge velocities that differ from those used in the velocity diagram°
This will cau.se the approach velocities of the following row of blades to have
fluid angles that deviate from the blade angle design and this will reduce the
performance of the turbine° Experience has shown that turbines usually have flow
areas which are too large.
It is sometimes customary in the designing of tarbines to intro-
du.ce velocity coefficients that relate the actual discharge velocity of a row of
blades to the isentropic velocity of the expansion process° These velocity
coefficients are obtained by s_ming all of the losses that occur in the cascade°
The coefficients include: the profile losses_ the secondary l.osses_ the mixing
losses from. flow wakes and trailing edges_ the end ].osses, and the carryover loss
from the exit of the flow from the preceding row of blades to the cascade under
consideration° These velocity coefficients are also used to establish the density _.
of the discharge _ _ ..... .J (the velocity coefflcient_g_.:_by taking a los coefficiert of 7 o _.
for the total-to-static expansion process° The flow a:re_ is then determined from
the density of the discharge gas which was derived and the velocity obtained by
using the over-all velocity coefficient°
_l.l.)
I_. tlhe opinion_...........of Mo H° Vavra_ < +<_e lo_,:_e,_,from the cascade
inlet-to.-,the,-throatarea at the cascade exit are considere_ly' less than. the losses
obtained from. using the over-all velocity coefficient of %he cascade°
c
(ll) Vavra_ Mo H°_ Aero-Thermodynam_ics and Flow in Tu.rbomachines_ John Wiley and.
Sons Incorporated, New York City, New York, 19-_o
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Figure 12. Second Rotor Blade Profile and Coordinates ....
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Figure 13. Blading Layout
The flow areas of the M-I fuel turbine were calculated by the
method shown in Appendix B° The e_ivalent loss coefficient for the nozzle is
shown in Figure No° 3. The loss coefficients for the rotors and reversing vanes
are shown in Figure No. 4° These are used in a polytropic expansion process° A
dimensionless flow function ¢_ then is obtained which is defined by the e_uation
PT A
where the polytropic exponent n is
Y
n - 1 +< a {--y---k-lI'
and where PT and T_ represent the total press'are and the total temperature at the
tarbine nozzle entrance, and P is the static pressure at the nozzle exit°
s
The blade heights are corrected by the factors shown in Figure No° 14o
The results of these calculations are shown in Table Ilio
4o Leakage Flow Calculations
The leakage flow through the axial c_earances between the shrouds
is calculated with a method developed by F. Salzmann°< 12) This particular method
is based uQon theoretical findings that have been supported by model tests.
Different methods m_st be applied to determine the leakage between
the nozzl.e and the first rotor than those used to determine the leakage between the
first rotor and the reversing vanes (See Figure No° 15)° For the leakage conditions
shown in Figure No° 15a and. the theoretical degree of reaction (R) of the stage,
....... _ and.the velocl.ty (V_.) of thethe ra_lo of t_e axlal through flow veloclty (V li " x .
leakage flow at the clearance gap (ka) are rela_ed by the following equations
I- L1- 2/r°oot2 ] (Vml/V
R I :=
.X. _2
This equation i.s also used to determine the leakage aroand the shroud of the second
rotor°
(12) Salzmann, F°, Veber Spaltverluste bei DamQf-Turbinenbes Chenfel:ungen_
Escher-Wyss Mitteibugen, Volume Iii, No° _ 1.935o
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TABL_, !If
Anm_DETEBMINATION OF THROAT =,.......AND BI__DE KEIGHTS*
Reversing
Nozzle Rotor i _J_ne_ Rotor II
TT °R 1.460 1315o5 1226ol 1i67o0
PT psia i000 556 337.5 262°7
P psia 267 305 230 214
S
¢_ to Throat .... 0.6594 ................
¢* to Discharge .... 0°5280 0°6066 0.6053 0.5090
_a to Throat --- 0,0435 ...........
w to Discharge .... 0.0785 0.1575 0o1009 0o11.30
a
Throat Area ino 2 20.91 38°7** 61.83 91o96
N"_aber of Bl.ades ..... 37 80 67 '78
Throat Width ino 0.3819 Oo28Cee 0o412 0.4.50
Blade Height, h in° 1o480 1o730 2°240 2°620
_ Dimensions are for components at 68°F and zero rpmo
*× Rotating the first rotor blading by 2.1-de6:rees res'_Ited in a throat width
of 0o250_,in. and a throat area of 3ko6,-inoE°
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BLADES PEVERSING VANES
Figure 15. Symbols and Conditions for Leakage Flow Calculations
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To determine the leakage across the in:cer shroud of the reversing
vanes_ Fig,ire 15b is used with the following e,_ation:
l +[ %/r° oot2 1] 2
= ]I ,_.RX2 1 + h2/r ° c°t2 _2 (Vm2/Ve_2
The degree of reaction (R_I.) is _'e_, ratio of the static isentropic
enthalpy drop in the rotor and the total to ,static isentro_ic enthalpy drop of the
whole stage°
The degree of reaction (Rx2) is the ratio of the static isentro_ic
enthalpy drops in the reversing vanes and that from the total _ressure ahead of and
the static press_re downstream of the reversi_og vanes°
After V ./V and.V _/V are determined from the preceeding eqpoa_
mJ_ m__._ ,
tions_ the leakage flow coeffici.ents_ _, gj)_ ca_n..........be deter_rined i_.sing N_iguore 16 for
the different ratios of kJh I and h2/hl__. Dependi:c,gor t:he ,_ealing arrangement_ a
certain leakage restriction factor <_.,) ms _pp.ked t_ .....t am_:......e _ c.tualle,_kage
• . L 'o °  ._flowo For this application, the leakage restrmct._on f_.c..or_etwee_u <iozzl.esand
the first rotor is taken as 0o85_ for the reversing var.es inuer shro0.d t__e factor
is 0°75, and for the second, rotor a factor of 0°95°
The actual power output of the turbine becomes
e , _,,.,_
w_.ere Kf'I and H:PI:I are the power outputs of the :first and sec_ud _otorso The
results of the le_,kage flow calculations are s<_.mmari/edi:_.Table IVo The leakage
flow coeflficient.sare showa on Figure NO o 16o
5° Velocity Distribution on BIL)mie.:rofi.l_:_
The _ " _ -, ,_ ' l.k ")N_._._o_,.al _eronaatics and 8pace b/_z_.:i_:L_:;tr:_.tlo<,, computer progra_P ....
w..... u.sed to estimate the velocity distribu.tion o<_ the t::rofii.e_ The d.egree of
e,c<n_:ra,cy which can be achieved with this _!iet,hod de_e:d.-_', X,-w_. tb.e ae,,tu,ra, cy of the
coi_!_ater 'inp_,t d_,tao it i.s d.iffic_Jlt to esfiim._),te _i.e ef:<ecf<ive ch:_,:c.n.el at tf_e ir_..i.e+.
to the blades° .As a resa.lt de.shed lines axe _;,_:;ed!:c <tow the _,roL:-.,.bl.ev<ai.u.esof
velocity distribu.tion du.ring the first few percer, tsg£,_ o:f tLc blade width°
_:t.1_) c+ 'Do< i.n_:on W. T'_:_bine Computer i"r_ogram_ N-_SA,-P,er_iet Computer Job Noo !009_
.AeTojet_=,General Corporation Memorandum_ dated 27 5!eptemiber ]_9--_2,_
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TABLE IV
SUMMAA_Y OF LEAKAGE FlOW CALCULATIONS
Reversimg
Parameter Rotor i Vanes Rotor 2
hI io480 io730 2 24O
h2 1o650 1o820 2 390
i_ _ 2 15o0 ° 28°75 ° 24 0 °
k 0o12 0o125 0 135
a
ka/h I 0o081. 0°073 0 061
Rx 0 0°209 0 149
Vml./V* and/or Vm2/V* 0°596 0°778 0°487
_L (Figure 14) 4o0_ 1o55 5°65
_L o°85 o°75 o°9o
L kL _o4_ Zo2¢ 5oO5¢
Sy_ols are the same as those used in _igure Noo 15 and NOo _6o
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Figure 16. Leakage Flow Coefficients
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The design, point velocity distributions are shown in the following
figures:
Nozzle Figure Noo 17
First Rotor Figure Noo 18
Reversing Row Figure Noo 1.9
Second Rotor Figure Noo 20
The nozzle velocity distribution shown in Figure 17 indicates that
the selected profile is ade_ateo
The velocity distribution of the first rotor blades is shown in
Figure 18o Considerable diffusion is apparent, particularly at the root and mean
pressure surface° The profile seems to be satisfactory°
The second stator or reversing row velocity distribution as shown
by Figure 19 indicates that the profile is satisfactory°
The velocity distribution of the second rotor (Figure 20) looks
very satisfactory°
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Figure 17. Velocity Distribution for the Nozzle, 37 Vanes
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Figure 19. Velocity Distribution for the Reversing Row, 67 Vanes
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Figure 18. Velocity Distribution for the First Rotor, 80 Blades
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Figure 20. Velocity Distribution for the Second Rotor, 78 Blades
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APPEND _ilKA
TTJP.BINENOMENOLAT0_,E

SYMb,._L 2E£iCRIIPTION L<NF.TS
r±
a. ]bocs_l Speed of Sou,::_d_a ....,,,g_;.T F%/-3ecF
a_.2 2 ....9._ C£ it£cs.l :.]_eed. of' 5ou.nd_ ...._ _'--7'
] .....
2
.A Axe a. rn
h Axial Blade Y_i.dtr_ inch
&b Axial _.i _=:t_.nce BetweorJ B]_.de Row.-: £r-clb.
c Blade C t_or'd, ilP:.c_.
C, ......e.nt, .q_c Veir.( t.t,y,..... 0 .... p_.r_......o,\K" ......Pt/2eco o
C .... S_ecift.o _ea, t e.t CcRste..et, ;k'e#;s:_.r.'e Bt.u./Lo-.'"R
I_i_.=_ 9.% £;o:t.<'.%a.:<,.tVoPu._.c ...........C S_eci.fic 'e ,-* " ' . _+"_/Lb-:"Pv
d n,_,,._...._,,_.+,,R i g.t.h, i:::.<:<_J.
D D i. _me t ez' :;]:c..c n
_.. .A(:cele:rat:i.on ,;_.e t,c Or'avi.ty (TP .......' • 2"" .-o .rr, Ftv":Sec
h Bls.de Keigh% ir.cb.
_ Specific flora.1 r:._, .... _ . _l:_.'bt:. _:...... ...u,._:y
t ]h.¢ i d._.'r c e ]i e gz e.o _.
]_e( _=u,:._.__,1 ££o.:£va.]en!. of Heat ;_77$o_',, PI; iLb/Etu
KR Ro%o:r qeioci.%y• Coeffl.cien.t_ _IL./Wi :_ '.........
k .&x:t.e.i _:,i e _,:ra.n<:e I:t:.,:h
8.
k Hel.g:b.t Ccz':rectio:t:: Pat%or .........i@.
k.. :Lea.ke,,_e Cor<rectLon Facto:: ...........
I_, Sicecifi.c Work in Bl.e.dir-g Pt\k/£bm
u.
c e " " I ..... _ ,a.1. Work. Bt;£/LbmL, .:p _c_.f_c ' '"'* ......
H .At s(kat, e Ma.c:Z. Numbe[ ...........
SYHBOL DE'SCR'i.F@_.zO,TN UNITS
MR Hach Number Relative to Rotor Blade .......
i. Mass Flow Lbm/Sec
m Exponent of Power Profile of Boundary Layer ....
n Polytropic Exponent .....
N Rotational Speed RPM
r' Static Pressure psias
PT Total Pressure psia
PTR Total Pressure Relative to Rotor Blade psia
% Dynamic Head. 1/2 £ V2 psi
R Gas Constant Lbf-Ft
r Radiu.s Inch
Ts2_ s4 _
R Degree of Reaction: R .........
x x TTI s4
s Blade Pitch Inch
t Maxi.mum Blade Thickness Inch
te Trail.ing Edge Thickness Inch
TT Total Temperature °R
T Static Temperature oR
TTR Total Temperature Relative to Rotor Blade °R
@ Wheel Speed. '"FL/Sec
d Velocity in Boundary Layer _t, See
V Absolute Vel.ocity Ft/Sec
W Velocity Relative to Rotor Ft/Sec
y [Distance in Boundary Layer _.._ch_'n
Angle Between Axial Direetioi__.and Absolute Gas Degrees
Velocity
Page A_2
SYMBOL DE SCRiPT ION IUI__._"
", Angle Between Axial Direction and.Relative Gas Degrees
Velocity
o _ Blade Angle Degrees,b'
",' Gas:,Specific Heat Ratio, Op./Cv .......
,5 Boundary Layer Thickness Inch
_ * Displacement Thickness of Boundary Layer lo.ch
% **_ Energy Thickness of Boundary Layer Inch
A Prefix to Indicate Change ......
<' Loss Coefficient for Efficiency ...........
'" Loss Coefficient for Area Calculation .........
a
< L Leakage Loss
Z Stagger Angle Degr ees
,n Turbine Efficiency Based, on Total t_o 8_ti, c
Pressure Ratio
_ _ ._.at,er_al Efficiency, Total to Static
'i
C
:_ <!amber Angle Degrees
)_ Work,oS_eed Parameter : U2/_JA _ _.........
- . m/b -o -
Velocity Ratio = T_/C°- ...........
_ /g Specific Mass LO,-,Seo2Ft4
Specific Weight or Density Lb/Ft-'
" Blade Solidity = c/s .........
-.T_ Radial Tip Clearance Inch
_" Restriction Factor ...........
-P Blade Angle f_om Axial Direction Degre<u_
."::×- Flow Function ..........
., Angular Velocity Rad/_iec
Page A,_,_
SUBSCRIPTS
i Inlet to Stator
2 Outlet of Stator
3 Inlet to Rotor
4 Outlet of Rotor
D Design Point
d Blade or Throat Discharge
h At Blade Root
i Internal
M At Mean Blade Height
R Relative
S Static
t At Blade Tip
u Tangential Component
x .Axle,.1. Component
Super script s
,.. ,' _ ._'.
,HypL_e_ For Temperature or Enthalpy_ Meaus Isentro_ie Expansion
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DEFINITIONS
Csmber Line Locus of the Centers of Circles Described Inside the Blade
Contour
Csmber A.ngle_ 0 The Angle Between Tangents to the Camber Line in Leading
Edge and. Trailing Edge
Chord Line Line Connecting the Leading Edge and the Trailing Edge of
the Camber line
Chord_ c Linear Distance in inches Between Leading Edge, and Trailing
Edge
Blade Inlet Angle The Angle Between the Tangent of the C_mberline in its
Leading Edge and the Turbine Axis
Blade Ou.Tiet Angle The Angle Between the Tangent of the Camcerl.in.ein its
Trailing Edge and the Turbine Axis
Stagger Angle_ Z The Angle Between the Chord Line and the Turbine Axis
Incidence, i The Angle Between the Tangent of the Camberline i.nits
Leading Edge and. zhe Direction. of the Undisturbed Flow
0pstream of the Blade
Devi.ation_ 6 The Angle Between the Tangent of the Camberline in its
Trailing Edge and. the Direction of the .Airflow Downstream.
of the Blade
iE_itclh_s Distance Between Corresponding }_oints on Adjacent Blades
Solidity_ d Chord/Pitch
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FIGURE _-_
BLADE NOMENCLATUREAND SIGN CONVENTION
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BO:3._]NI)ARVlII_,YN_£ EPI£;_E8_!O.N
PLOW k_.q[_S THROUGK
£ &J C,L\DEIS

BOUNDARY LAYER EFFECT ON KLOW RATE8 THROUGH CASCA'_ES-(I)
T. EST_.BLiSHNENT OF THE FLOW ARR& LOSS COEFFICIENT
Au investigation of the boundary layer conditions at the throat was used.
to detezml .....the throat areas for the M-I tur%ineo The dis_!acement thickness of
the throat boundary layers can be related to the profile losses which_ in turn_
depend• upon the energy thickness of the boundary layer° Compressibility effects
in the boundary layer can also be accounted• for by the change in density ( p )o
It is then possible to establish an equivalent loss coefficient for the area cal-
culation which can be used in a polytropic expansion process°
'£r _ ....FLOW LP<&TE.AT DISC_RGE
Figure B._I of this Appendix shows the flow conditions that occur at the
discharge of a cascade in relationship to the boundary layeys that have been
formed on both sides of the profiles° With non.=_separated f!ows_ the velocity
outside the boundary layers is essentially equal to the theoretical velocity
<Vth ) obtained by an isentropic expansion from the total inlet pressure (P_o) to
tlhe static discharge pressure (Psd} at the discharge of the cascade° Assum.lng a
constant, discharge pressure (Psd) and constant flow angles at the discharge, the
mass flow rate _<i3 for each unit of blade height can be determined with the
eqluation (using the symbols of Figure B-I)
i ....P th Vth i a - (6 1 +52 ) + o
o
Where the sum indicates that the integral has to be taken for both boundary layers_
with the s_boi 0 being equal to y/_ _ the e,_[u.ationbecomes
....P th Vth a rl - _ d _]) o B(1.)
'- o Vth Pth "
With p= p/R_ and since the static pressure is assumed to be constant in the
throat section_ the following relationship occurs (using the s"ymbols of /,he
nomenclatu.re in this Appendix):
p :: _Tth : i ,-Xe _ B(2)
T 1- Xe(U/Vth)2
where Xe - i tPsd_ _-l B(3)
- <PTi / Y
':<l)%;,_avra_M_, E o_ H-i F_.el Tu.rbine ,Aerodz_lamic '--_.,°,-
AeroJ_+____,_.__...._7,_..,. _o.._ Corporatior, _ November 19-_
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For the turbulent boundary layers in turbomachines_ the velocity distribu-
tion u/Vth wil& have the form
X X
Vth
where X is a constant°
Introducing equations B(2) and B(4) into equation B(1) results in
i =Pth Vth a i - a I - (i - Xe) j !] 2X dl] o B(5)o 1 - Xe
'_ r , 1 _.!X ]
Let _ : £ _ L1 - (i- Xe ) ]o 1 - X _2X_ d'@ ._ and it follows B(6)e
that equation B(5) can then be expressed by
is the restriction factor and is equal to i - _ 5*L a
llI o EKERGY LOSoES DUE TO BOt_YDARY LAYERS
Using the sy_bols of Figure B-I of this appendix:_ the total kinetic energy
(K_) available at the cascade exit for each unit of blade height is
Using the equations B(2 and B(4)_ KE is equal, to
Vth D _I (I I"°I . 3X i}Pth Vth a 2g--_t i -Z a - - Xe) i- X !"I2X d_ o B(9)
e ,
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The so_-called energy thickness ($***) of the boundary layers on both
sides of a profile will be defined by
5 *_ --__, _ i - (1- _%) o -2x d_ . B(lO)1-x Ge
Therefore, equation B(9) can be rewritten as
v3
th _***
KE = Pth 2gJ a (i a )° B(II)
It is customary in turbine analyses to introduce the average discharge
velocity (Vd) for the calculation of the efficiency of a cascade° The actual
kinetic energy of the flow after the cascade is then
V2d.
KE = i _ where _, is the actual flow rate passing through a blade
channel° By using equation B(7) to replace i, E_E becomes
2
V d
KE = p th Vth a _ 2g--7° Equating this expression with Equation B(II) and
u.si.ogequation B(8)
2 [ _***pVd , i - a
_VthI = l - 7
wlhere (, is the usually applied energy loss coefficient for tlae calculations of
a cascade°
]_Vo REIL_TIONSKIP BETWEEN FLOW RESTRICTION _CTOR AND LOSS COEFFICIENT (2)
i,ET K**_ -- 6e*._.
_. B(13)
For the definite value of y and exponent X_ the factor H__e can be deter_
mined as a function of the pressure ratio (FTi/Psd) of the cascade° According
to N° Mo Markov (2) an exponent X of 0o15_ represents a good average value for the
turbulent boundary layers in turbine cascades at moderate Reynolds numbers°
(2) Harkov_ No Mo_ Calculation of the Aerodynamic Characteristics of Turbine Bl.adimg,
Associated Technical Services Incorporated_ Glen Ridge_ New Jersey_ 1958
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Figure B-2 of this appendix shows the values of H*** for a y of 1o37 and an X of
0.15 for the various pressure ratios° These data are obtained by expressing the
integrands of equations B(6) and B(IO) by binominal series_ and then integrating
them by parts°
The restriction factor _ of equation B(8) can now be expressed by the
energy loss coefficient _ as
= 1 - - B(14)
a H*** - 1 +4 °
For critical pressure ratios with a y of 1o37, the value of H*** is 2°045°
Therefore
_ 1o04.5 = 1 - B(15)c ioO-Y[5+_ l_---J_[5+ _
The values of _ for different loss coefficients are
c
= 0 0°05 Oo10 0o15 0°20
= io0 0°954 0o912 0.874 0°839c
Vo FLOW .AREA CALCULATIONSWITH POLYTROPIC PROCESS
It is often convenient to calculate the flow areas of a turbine by the
equation
2/n n+i/n 1/2
¢* ...._(TTR)I/2pT' J _2_. [ 'P_'J'Ps" _ (.p_) -i _, B(16)Arg_l_ y _l ,j ,
-f
where the polytropie exponent n = 1 + _ a [_y---.l_° B(17)
It must now be determined what loss coefficients should be introduced in
equation B(17) to obtain flow rates through the particular areas that correspond
with those obtained from equation B(7)o Denoting the flow function of equation
B(16) for friction_less expansion by ¢_, and that for a particular loss
coefficient _ a by ¢*_ the result must be
o
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H. Ho Vavra has established a computer program that calculates the flow
functions (¢*) of equation B(16) for various values of V and pressure ratios°
The program accounts for the effects of reheat° In other words_ the polytropic
loss coefficients that are introduced in equation B(17) are changed until the
over-all loss coefficients with reheat correspond to the values for which ¢*
is to be obtained° Using these tables for the critical pressure ratio with.y
of 1o37, the following relation is obtained between the coefficients _ for
energy loss and the coefficients _ a for area cslculations_
= o Ooo5 OolO Oo15 Oo2o
= 0 O o067 O o113 O o184 O o237
a
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NOMENClaTURE FOR APPE_T_K B
SYMBOL UNITS
2
A Area ino
a Throat Width ino
Specific heat at constant pressure btu/ibm-°RCp
g Acceleration due to gravity ft/sec 2
H*_ Energy factor of boundary layer ....
J Mechanical equivalent of heat ft-lb/btu
Mass flow rate ibm/sec
Y
n Polytropic exponent - i + _ ---
PT Total absolute press_e psia
P Static absolute pressure psia
s
R Gas constant ft/ib/ib m- °R
s Spacing of blades in.
T Static temperature °R
TT Total temperature °R
•u. Velocity in boumdary layer ft/sec
V Absolute velocity ft/sec
X Constant _ -i ---
Xe -Ti
y Distance in boundary layer in.
'y Ratio of specific heats Cp/Cv ---
$ Leakage Gap in°
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SYMBOL ' UNITS
* Displacement thickness of boundary layer ino
_** Energy thickness of boundary layer ino
Loss coefficient for efficiency ....
a Loss coefficient for area calculations ---
Length ratio ---
!I T Turbine efficiency ---
p Mass density ibm/ft3
_ Flow function ---
Restriction factor ---
c Restriction factor for critical pressure ratio ....
SUBSCRIPTS
0 Refers to inlet conditions
i Refers to station after stator
2 Refers to station after rotor
i Refers to inlet
d Refers to discharge
is refers to isentropic conditions
m Refers to mean diameter
th refers to theoretical conditions
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FIG.B-IA FLOW CONDITION AT CASCADE
DISCHARGE
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FIGURE B-1
ENTROPY DIAGRAM
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£CHEMATIC OF TEST SET-UP
I:';,:'GEC-2
TESTS OF THE CL_VED SUPERSONIC NOZZLE
Daring the preliminary design, phase of the M-I fuel turbine_ tests could
not be made with a full scale cascade of the nozzles for the first stage°
To,prove the theoretical performance of the curved supersonic nozzle,
Dr° Vavra[l) conducted tests with a full-size single nozzle in a small blow-down
tunnel at the United States Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey_ California°
Because of the small size of the tunnel_ only the discharge portion of the
nozzle could be tested° Figure C-I of this appendix shows the configuration of
the nozzle which was tested° It should be noted that the dimensions correspond
to the actual nozzle profile of Figure 6 in Section III of this report° The
approach section is 2o5-ino by loO-ino_ hence the flow is accelerated from an
area of 2o5-ino 2 at the inlet to 0o38-ino 2 at the throat° The modified inlet
section of the test nozzle should not influence the flow either ahead of or
downstream, of the throat°
Figures C-2 through C-5 of this appendix show Schlieren photographs at
pressure ratios of 2°02, 3°04, 4°07 and 5°08, respectively° The flow pattern
shown in Figure C-4 of the subject photographs is similar to the conditions that
occur at the design point of the M-I fuel turbine° It is apparent that the
nozzle operates without separations and that it does not exhibit an, excessive
boundary layer growth_ The 15o5 degree angle of the flow as it leaves the con-
cave side of the nozzle is the same angle as that found through the theoretical
considerations°
In Figure C-5 of this appendix it should be noted that after-expansions
are associated with flow deflections° This is evident from the measured flow
angle and the large fans of expansion and compression waves° At a pressure
ratio of 2o02_ as shown in Figure C-2 of this appendix_ the normal shock pattern
occurs at the nozzle exit° When the pressure ratio is increased to 3o04_ as
shown in Figu.re C-3 of this appendix_ the shock pattern moves downstream of the
exit,
These tests have shown that the curved divergent-convergent nozzles
perfo:rm according to theoretical predictions_ and that, for the pressure ratio
required, they are superior to a convergent nozzle with large after-expansionso
(i) Vavra_ Mo Ho, M-I Fuel Turbine, Aerodynamic Design, Pdv_ No° 0143_
Aerojet,-General Corporation_ November 19-_3
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SCHLIEP_N PHOTOGRAPH OF NOZZLE TEST
AT PROPULSION LABORATORY, USNPGS,
MONTEREY _ CALIFORNI_
INLET PRESSURE = 15 psig
PRESSURE RATIO = 2.02
FIGURE C-2
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S(]_]l,i_i]i:l{>]NPHOTOGRAPH OF NOZZLE TESTS
A.T PROPULSION I_BORATORY_ USNPGS_
]'_[ON'_i!]1_Y']7",_CALIFORNIA
7.NI_T PRESSURE ,,30 pslg
PRESSURE RATIO = 3.Oh
FIaUREC-3
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SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPH OF NOZZI_E TEST
AT PROPULSION LABORATORY, USNPGS_
MONTEREY_ CALIFORNIA
INLET PRESSURE = 45 psig
PRESSURE RATIO = 4,07
F_o_ c-4
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SCHLIEREN PHOTOGRAPHOF NOZZLE TEST
AT PROPULSION LABORATORY, USNPGS,
MONTEREY, CALIFORNIA
INLET PRESSURE = 60 psig
PRESSURE PATIO = 5.08
FIGURE C-5
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